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Abstract 

In this work, microbial fuel cell (MFC) design of five chambers was used to investigate the effect of four types of membranes 

which are cation exchange membrane (CEM), Cellulose Triacetate membrane (CTA), thin film composite membrane (TFC), 

and proton exchange membrane (PEM). To study the influence of the membrane type on the cathode performance, the four 

cathode chambers were filled with 20 g/l NaCl catholyte and the sodium acetate of 1.5 g/l was supplied to the central chamber 

as anolyte. The results revealed that the membrane proton selectivity plays an important role in the cathodic reduction reaction 

for electrical generation and water production. It was observed that the PEM has a significant effect on the power generation 

with a maximum power density of 20.492 mW/m2 with water production of 4.21 g/day. Whereas the competition of the other 

cations to the proton transfer was clearly observed by using the CTA membrane with power production of 12.646 mW/m2, and 

the abundance of the water production of 178.16 g/day was attributed to the water transport across the CTA membrane. For 

studying the influence of the membrane type on the anode performance, the sodium acetate of 1.5 g/l was supplied to the four 

chambers as an anolyte at a flow rate of 0.0272 cm3/sec and the central chamber were filled with 20 g/l NaCl catholyte. The salt 

reverse transfer from the cathode chamber to the anode chamber across the CTA membrane contributed to increasing the anolyte 

electrical conductivity and consequently increased the power production to 12.555 mW/m2. Meanwhile, the effect of the proton 

selectivity and the electrical resistance of the other membrane were observed in the other chambers. Thus, the usage of CEM, 

TFC, and PEM produced electrical power of 6.751, 3.004, and 9.712 mW/m2 respectively. 

Keywords: Microbial Fuel Cell; Membrane; Power Density. 

1. Introduction 

Massively, The human population increases [1] 

leading the world to face two crucial crises which are; 

i) rapid worldwide increase in energy demand [2,3] 

which created an energy crisis represented by the 

depletion of fossil fuels due the high energy 

consumption [4,5,6] combined with the environmental 

pollution due to the atmospheric emissions of the 

greenhouse gases, contributing the global warming and 

acidification of the surface water [5,7], ii) Water 

scarcity; the water suitable for human consumption is 

only 2.5% [3,7], which is currently suffered due to 

increasing pollution and discharging wastewater [8]. 

Whereas, the other 97% of water is seawater and 

brackish water that could be usable after effective 

desalination [3,9,1].  

A typical bio-electrochemical systems (BESs) are 

capable to alleviate energy consumption and resource 

recovery crises [10,11,7,12,3,13,14] (such as 

microbial fuel cells (MFCs) for electricity generation, 

microbial desalination cells (MDCs) for brackish 

water desalination, and microbial electrolysis cells 

(MECs) for hydrogen production) [10]. The microbial 

fuel cell (MFC) is a device that utilizes 

microorganisms as a catalyst to directly transform the 

organic matter chemical energy that existed in 

wastewater into electrical energy [15,5,16]. MFCs 

have been designed in many configurations and 

constructed from various materials [17]. A typical 

MFC is composed mainly of two-compartment (anode 

and cathode compartments) that separated by a proton 

or a cation exchange membrane or salt bridge [18]. 

MFC functions as a bio-electrochemical process in 

three sequential steps [16]. Firstly, in the anode 

chamber, the oxidizable substrate materials by the 

microorganisms produce an electron and proton 

[2,19]. Secondly, electrons may transfer from 

microorganisms to the anode surface by one of the 

following ways; directly membrane mediates to 

electron transfer, the employment of mobile shuttle 
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mediated to electron transfer, or the microorganism's 

usage of conductive pili to electron transfer [17]. 

Finally, the electrons transfer from the anode to the 

cathode electrode through the external electric circuit 

generating electrical power [20,21]. Thirdly, the 

protons and the electrons react together at the cathode 

electrode and reduce the oxidant as the final electron 

acceptor (usually the atmospheric oxygen) that 

dissolves in the catholyte completing the electrical 

circuit and producing water [19,21,22,23].  

As the MFC is a sustainable and inexpensive 

technology, that tempting of applying it in many ways 

such as [24,25] wastewater treatment by breaking 

down the chemicals to remove the organic matter, 

nitrogen [26], and heavy metals [7], electricity 

generation due to electron flow through the electrical 

circuit [23,16,27,26], recovery of valuable products 

like biohydrogen [28] and metals using biocathodes 

such as Cr(VI) and Co(II) [23], biosensors to analyses 

pollutants and in-situ process monetarize and control 

[18], and pretreatment of desalination processes [7] to 

alleviate salts and dissolved solids [1].   

The primary challenges in the MFC field are the 

design and scaling up of a compact bio-

electrochemical reactor that utilizes available and 

inexpensive material to obtain a good MFC 

performance and convenient to operate and 

maintained under conditions of continuous flow [29]. 

The MFC implementation hinders by many limitations 

[16] that generally associated with the anode, cathode 

compartments [4], and the separating membrane [30]. 

At the anode chamber, the researchers determined the 

main limitations of the MFC performance such as 

substrate diffusion [30] and oxidation [31], electron 

transfer from microorganism to the anode surface, 

circuit resistance [31], and protons diffusion to the 

anolyte [30]. While, oxygen reduction reaction, 

cathodic overpotential, and the catholyte sustainability 

are the major electrochemical limitations of MFC 

performance at the cathode chamber [16]. The 

employment of membranes is a crucial limiting factor 

to apply the MFC for wastewater treatment and power 

production [30,31] due to crossover oxygen and 

substrate [32], membrane resistance [17], membrane 

fouling [30], proton transfer, and membrane materials 

high cost [30,31]. 

Membrane structural materials have an important 

role to develop the MFC performance due to practical 

implementation and cost-effectiveness [33]. Several 

studies are ongoing for the investigation to combine 

materials of multi-functional, high performance, and 

inexpensive cost to establish an easy and economical 

MFC performance [34]. In general, researches focused 

on materials that are strong and porous with high 

chemical stability that allow to implementation of 

anode and cathode electrodes close together and 

prevent the diffusion of oxygen and substrate [33,34]. 

Qin et al. (2017) observed that the internal 

resistance could be reduced by using forward osmosis 

membrane (FO) and enhanced water recovery in the 

osmotic microbial fuel cell (OMFCs) by the 

permeating water under the osmotic pressure gradient 

from high water potential to low water potential 

[35,36,37,38] with less permeability to oxygen and 

substrate [36,39] leading to protons and cations 

reaches the cathode electrode that electro-osmotically 

dragged by water molecules in a faster way [40].  

In the OsMFC operation, the catholyte plays the 

key role as the draw solution with high electrical 

conductivity and robust buffer capacity serving water 

flux and electricity production [39]. OMFCs face 

some of the forward osmosis restrictive drawbacks 

such as reverse salt flux (RSF) which is the backward 

transport of solute into anolyte chamber due to solute 

concentration gradient across the membrane [39,41] 

resulting in decreasing water flux, contaminating the 

anolyte, and loss of draw solutes [39]. 

In the previous study, Waheeb and Al-Alalawy 

(2020) designed the five chambers microbial fuel cell 

to study the cathodic operation factors of the four 

chambers that surrounding the central anode. In this 

cell, the cathode electrode surface area was 156-936 

cm2, the cathode electrode distance from the 

membrane was 3-9 cm, three types of electrolytes of 

Na2SO4, KCl, and NaCl were used at 50 mM, and 

using dissolved ozone for electrical generation 

enhancement. It was found that the electrical power 

generation increased with increasing the electrode 

surface area and decreasing the distance from the 

membrane which was 23.051 mW/m2 at 936 cm2 and 

9.303 mW/m2 at distance of 3 cm. While, the Na2SO4 

catholyte produced the higher power density (3.068 

mW/m2) due to the higher catholyte electrical 

conductivity (9.14 mS/cm). Whereas, the electrical 

power generation by using dissolved ozone was about 

15 times higher than by using dissolved oxygen [42]. 

 In this study, the microbial cell of five chambers 

design will be used to study the effect of the membrane 

types (CEM, CTA, TFC, and PEM) on the cathodes 

and anodes chambers separately (electrical power 

generation, water production, and chemical oxygen 

demand (COD) removal efficiency). For the cathode 

side, the effect of membranes on proton transfer and 

water production was studied. While for the anode 

side, the effect of these membranes on the reverse salt 

flux and the COD removal efficiency was studied.  

2. Experimental Work 

2.1. MFC Setup 

The novel design of five chambers MFC that 

developed in our previous research was used, which 
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was made by Plexiglas materials [42]. The MFC was 

configured of one central chamber surrounded by four 

equally sized chambers. The dimensions of the central 

chamber were 18×18×14 cm and surrounded by four 

chambers with dimensions of 14×14×14 cm separated 

from the central chamber by a membrane. The central 

graphite electrode was designed as a cylinder, an 

outside diameter of 12 cm. That electrode pierced at 

the center with a diameter of 8 cm in the depth of 10 

cm. Whereas, one flat plate graphite electrode with 

dimensions of 12×13×0.3 cm was installed at a 

distance of 3 cm from the membrane in each chamber 

of the other four compartments (see Fig. 1. a and b). 

This design permitted to investigate the effect of the 

applied load between the anode and the cathode 

electrodes and the membrane type on the electricity 

generation and water production with the 

neutralization of operational conditions in the central 

chamber for the other chambers. 

 

 
Four types of membrane were utilized which are 

cation exchange membrane (CEM) - CMI 7000 

(Membrane International INC., NJ, USA), Cellulose 

Triacetate (CTA) (Sterlitech, Kent, Washington, 

USA), Thin Film Composite TFC (Koria), and proton 

exchange membrane - Nafion 117 (The Fuel Cell 

Store, Texas, USA), where the active layers were 

faced the anode chamber (see Fig. 1. c). 

 

2.2. MFC Startup 

The anode chamber was inoculated with the active 

sludge that composite of a mixture of bacteria 

(Pseudomonas bacterial in most). To achieve 

anaerobic conditions, the anode chamber and feeding 

tank was flashed with nitrogen gas for a period more 

than 30 min. The anode chamber was fed continuously 

from the bottom of the chamber with oxygen-free 

simulated wastewater composed from 1.5 g/l of 

sodium acetate dissolved in distilled water as an 

organic waste source. Four peristaltic pumps that 

locally assembled were used to supply the anode 

chamber with the simulated wastewater at a specific 

flowrate 0.0272 cm3/sec to achieve 28h as a hydraulic 

retention time (HRT). 

The central chamber was applied as the anode 

chamber and the four surrounding chambers as the 

cathode chambers each one was pumped with air at 

100 cm3/min to ensure saturated dissolved oxygen 

condition for improving the cathodic oxygen reduction 

reaction in order to study the effect of the membrane 

type on the cathode chamber conditions (i.e., electrical 

generation and water production). All cathode 

chambers were filled with a sodium chloride solution 

at a concentration of 20 g/l as a catholyte solution, 

which was refreshed every day from an external tank.  

Whereas, the central chamber as the cathode chamber 

was supplied with air at volumetric flow rate 400 

cm3/min by four air pumps to ensure saturated 

dissolved oxygen condition improving the cathodic 

oxygen reduction reaction. The four surrounding 

chambers as the anode chambers were utilized to study 

the effect of the membrane type on the anode chamber 

conditions (i.e., electrical generation and COD 

removal).  

2.3. Measurement and analysis 

The measurements of Chemical oxygen demand 

(COD) for the wastewater were carried out by using 

Thermo-reactor RD 125 (Lovibond, Germany), where 

the aqueous samples were heated for two hours at 150 

˚C and chemically digested. Then, the value of COD 

was determined by MD 200 COD Photometer 

(Lovibond, Germany) and the COD removal 

efficiency was calculated by 

 

𝜂𝐶𝑂𝐷 =
𝐶𝑂𝐷𝑖𝑛−𝐶𝑂𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝐶𝑂𝐷𝑖𝑛
× 100   (1) 

 

The total dissolved solids (TDS), solution 

conductivity (k), and pH were tested by portable tester 

(HANA, Romania). 

The produced voltage and current between the 

anode and cathode for each chamber were measured 

by a digital multimeter (ProsKit MT-1707, Taiwan). 

To perform the polarization curve, the external 

resistance which represented the load between the 

anode and cathode was varied in the range of 0-10000 

Ω through a resistance box, and the data was recorded 

ten minutes later after changing the external 

 
(a) 

  
(b) (c) 

Fig. 1 (a) The microbial fuel cell, (b) The five-chambers design, and (c) Types 

of membranes. 

 

CEM TFC 

PEM CTA 
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resistance. The current density (mA.cm-2) was 

calculated by 𝐼 = 𝑖/𝐴, and the power density 

(mW/cm2) was calculated by 𝑃 = 𝐼𝑉, where i is the 

generated current, A (mA) the anode surface area 

(cm2), V the voltage between the anode and cathode 

(mV). A digital balance was used to measure the water 

production 

3. Results and Discussions   

In this research, the polarization curves and the 

startup output voltage and current have been measured 

and the polarization curves for each anode and cathode 

were calculated to investigate the effect of the 

membrane type on the power density. The effect of the 

membrane types on the MFC performance was studied 

by implementing the cation exchange membrane 

(CEM), the Cellulose Triacetate (CTA), the Thin Film 

Composite (TFC), and the proton exchange membrane 

(PEM) between the anode and cathode chambers. A 

resistance of 1 kΩ as an electrical load was installed 

between the anode electrode and each cathode 

electrode. 

3.1. The cathode performance 

The results showed that the water productions were 

2.06 g/day then decreased to 0.26 g/day on the 4th day 

for CEM, 178.16 g/day then decreased to 84.27 g/day 

which continued to the 28th day for CTA, and 4.21 

g/day reduced to 0.12 g/day on the 9th day for PEM. 

Meanwhile, there was no water production in the 3rd 

chamber. As shown in Fig. 2, the water production was 

evident in the 2nd chamber due to the water production 

by the cathodic reaction reduction and the significant 

water transfer through the Cellulose Triacetate from 

the higher water potential at the anode chamber to the 

lower water potential at the cathode. Whereas, the 

water production was not significant in the other 

cathode chambers due to diminished water transfer 

through the other membranes and the effect of the 

water evaporation by air pumping. The decrease in 

water production may be attributed to the fouling on 

the membrane in the anode side. 

 

At the steady state, the results show that the startup 

voltages were 270.5, 284.9, 241.9, and 314.7 mV for 

the utilization of the CEM, CTA, TFC, and PEM 

respectively (see Fig. 3). Also, the startup currents 

were 0.241, 0.254, 0.218, and 0.285 mA for the 

utilization of the CEM, CTA, TFC, and PEM 

respectively. Figures 3 and 4 revealed that the startup 

voltage and current flow through the resistance of 1 

kΩ for each cathode electrode had the same pattern of 

the generated power density by using the four different 

membranes, which indicates that this pattern is due to 

the effect of bacterial activity with the anode electrode. 

While, the increase of the cell voltage and current with 

time was attributed to the biofilm growth on the anode 

electrode. 

 

For the close circuit performance, the higher 

generated power densities were 5.025, 12.646, 3.901, 

and 20.492 mW/m2 for CEM, CTA, TFC, and PEM 
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Fig. 2. The measured water production in each cathode 
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respectively, as shown in Fig. 5. The results revealed 

that the utilizing of the proton exchange membrane 

produced the higher electrical power generation due its 

higher selectivity to proton transfer to the cathode. The 

abundance of the proton on the cathode surface 

increasing the cathodic reduction reaction rate, this 

behavior is agreement with Venkata et al. 2008 [43]. 

On the other hand, the Cellulose Triacetate CTA, the 

cation exchange membrane CEM, and the Thin Film 

Composite TFC allowed proton and other dissolved 

cations to transfer to the cathode chamber. The 

absence of the proton transfer selectivity in these 

membranes permeated to the other cations to 

competition the protons in the cathodic reduction 

reaction which leading to decrease the generated 

power density. This result is in agreement with Qin et 

al. (2017) [35].  

 

The generated power density by using the Cellulose 

Triacetate was higher than the cation exchange 

membrane due to the higher proton transfer to the 

cathode chamber by convection transfer with water, 

consequently producing higher electrical power 

density. This result agrees with Qin et al. (2017) [35]. 

Whereas, the utilization of the Thin Film Composite 

produced the lower power density because of the 

higher resistivity to transfer the protons to the cathode 

chamber. It was remarkable that the usage of the CEM 

and TFC increased the internal resistance to 340 and 

500 Ω respectively. 

 

3.2. The anode performance 

 

Fig. 6 revealed that the reverse salt flux occurred 

from the cathode chamber to the other anode chambers 

across each membrane due to salt concentration 

difference between the anode and cathode chambers. 

The reverse salt flux for the CTA was higher than the 

other membranes and decreased for the PEM, CEM, 

and TFC successively. This behavior is attributed to 

the difference in the salt permeability for each 

membrane. For the CTA, the reverse salt flux 

increased with time until the 13th day, meanwhile, the 

revers salt transfer for the PEM started to decrease on 

the 9th day. On the other hand, the decreased reverse 

salt flux for the CEM and TFC lasted every day to the 

experiment end. 

 

The results showed that the anolyte electrical 

conductivities were 1.74, 2.93, 1.69, and 1.95 mS/cm 

by the utilizing the CEM, CTA, TFC, and PEM 

respectively. Fig. 7 demonstrated that the anolyte 

electrical conductivity by applying the CTA 

membrane was higher than the other chambers due to 

higher reverse salt flux across the CTA membrane. 

Also, it was revealed that the electrical conductivity 

affected by the reverse salt flux across the membrane 

in each chamber which agreed with Qin et al. (2016) 

[39]. 

 

The results revealed that the higher COD removal 

efficiencies were 46.5, 33.9, 48.94, and 45.12% by 

using CEM, CTA, TFC, and PEM respectively, as 
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Fig. 5. The polarization curve for each cathode chamber. 
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shown in Fig. 8. The COD removal efficiency in the 

anode chambers is affected by the salt reverse flux. 

Where the COD removal efficiency decreases with the 

increase in salt concentration because of the inhibition 

of the bacterial activity and consequently decreasing 

the organic matter bioremediation. Thus, it was 

observed that the higher COD removal efficiency was 

obtained by the use of TFC, CEM, PEM, and CTA 

successively. This result agreed with Cao et al. (2010) 

[44]. 

 

The results showed that the higher generated power 

densities were 6.751, 12.555, 3.004, and 9.712 mW/m2 

by using CEM, CTA, TFC, and PEM respectively. Fig. 

9 demonstrated that the generated power density 

increased with the increase in the anolyte electrical 

conductivity (see Fig. 7) due to the increase in the 

reverse salt transfer across the membrane as shown in 

Fig. 6. The use of the CTA produced the higher power 

density due to higher anolyte electrical conductivity, 

which increases attributing for two reasons. The first 

reason, the CTA has the higher reverse salt flux from 

the catholyte. The second reason, the CTA has the 

higher water flux from the anode chamber which 

concentrate the anolyte. Furthermore, the use of the 

CTA generated more electrical power because of more 

proton transfer by convection across the membrane. 

These results were consistent with both Zan et al. 

(2011) and Vilas et al. (2015) [45,46]. 

 

4. Conclusions 

In this work, the usage of the cation exchange 

membrane (CEM), Cellulose Triacetate membrane 

(CTA), thin film composite membrane (TFC), and 

proton exchange membrane (PEM) permitted to 

generate electrical power. For the central anode 

performance, the proton selectivity of the PEM 

allowed to produce the higher power generation 

(20.492 mW/m2). Whereas, the CTA membrane 

produced more water (178.16 g/day). For the central 

cathode performance, the water transfer and reverse 

salt flux across the CTA membrane was significantly 

more than the other membrane. The implementing the 

CTA membrane resulted in more power generation of 

(12.555 mW/m2). The water transfer from the anode to 

cathode chambers attributed to decrease the COD 

removal efficiency to 33.9% by implementing the 

CTA membrane whereas, the use of the TFC increased 

the COD removal efficiency to the higher value of 

about 48.94%. 
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